
Perfect RC Plane Transmitter and Receiver Set 

 

experienced RC pilots understand that a terrific RC plane transmitter and 

receiver set is vital for the correct operation of the plane/drone. To experience 

absolutely on top of things of its actions, the receiver must acquire the signals 

and interpret them correctly and with out tremendous postpone. additionally, 

the transmitter that sent such alerts need to hold the precision of the pilot's 

instructions even when they are attempting riskier flight maneuvers. 

 

The Taranis X-Lite pro and the RX6R Receiver work collectively as an 

high-quality RC drone transmitter and receiver set because each are 

86f68e4d402306ad3cd330d005134dac merchandise, made by way of a 

traditional RC drones business enterprise. FrSky guarantees ideal 

compatibility between the pair since this receiver became in particular 

developed to work with this transmitter, enhancing the pilot's flying revel in 
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you could locate FrSky's Taranis X-Lite seasoned and the RX6R Receiver at 

horusrc.com for $199.ninety nine and $27.ninety nine, respectively. 

 

The Transmitter 

The FrSky Taranis X-Lite pro is an evolution of the traditional FrSky's Taranis 

X-Lite, a product already consolidated within the RC drones and planes 

marketplace as an incredible transmitter alternative. For the evolution, new 

opportunities and tools were brought to improve the flying revel in of RC planes 

pilots. There are a few modifications among the variations and some 

outstanding not unusual features well worth searching at. 

 

One change between the variations is the function that the micro USB port 

plays. at the Taranis X-Lite seasoned, the micro USB port can be used to 

recharge the batteries of the transmitter. this alteration makes the process 

more realistic and simple to be accomplished while as compared to the 

batteries recharging system of the older one. The X-Lite seasoned keeps all of 

the different functions of the micro USB port 

 

another improvement on the more recent model is observed inside the gimbals. 

The X-Lite seasoned is geared up with full aluminum made corridor sensor 

gimbals. the usage of only metal CNC machined pieces ends in a better 

exceptional, which makes it extra durable and better searching. And, of course, 

being equipped with a hall sensor, all of the pilot's commands are acquired 

with precision. 

 

The switches above the radio have a few variations. The X-Lite seasoned has 

2 three-role switches and 2 two-function switches, much like the Taranis X-Lite, 

however the more recent one has larger -role switches, that are the FrSky's 

answer to a not unusual customers' whinge that the X-Lite had brief 

two-function switches. The X-Lite seasoned additionally has two new buttons 

above, that can be used as short-term switches. 

 

The FrSky Taranis X-Lite seasoned is the primary radio made by way of FrSky 

with its new protocol: the access. This conversation protocol is the most 

present day air protocol within the market these days and FrSky is already 

freeing and adapting its current receivers to be like minded with it. This radio 

with a brand new get admission to like minded receiver will truely provide the 

RC pilot a brand new fashionable on RC transmitter and receiver units 

 

The receiver 

The RX6R Receiver 6 PWM and 16 Channels Sbus outport with redundancy 

function is tiny and lightweight - most effective 2.5 grams without antennas. it's 

one of the motives that make it this sort of flexible and dependable receiver, 



one in order to suit perfectly in maximum RC planes and drones. it will 

sincerely please its customers and pilots who have the maximum various flying 

styles. 

 

Like many different present day FrSky receivers, the RX6R works with get right 

of entry to. This allows for lots simpler and more secure binding, better 

telemetry obtention, a more intuitive version setup, and lots of different new 

functions that come with the today's transmitters inside the Taranis Line, 

including our dear Transmitter X-Lite pro. 

 

The 6 PWM outputs paintings with very high precision and occasional latency, 

9 ms less than that of the rest of receivers of the X-series in excessive-velocity 

mode. maximum planes do now not need greater than 6 PWM outputs, but, of 

direction, that is as much as the pilot. if your version wishes greater channels, 

e.g. for telemetry, with get right of entry to set up, it is viable to get 24 channels 

with the SBUS OUT port while still preserving the small latency. 

 

The set 

Combining these two great FrSky's products you make an awesome RC plane 

transmitter and receiver set. The precision of a premium product like the 

Taranis X-Lite pro and the opportunities of a receiver like RX6R will can help 

you make absolutely extraordinary flights, feeling on top of things of the plane 

or drone. 


